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Release Notes
Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

241600

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Allowed Values

240411

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Search / Report

241559

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Search / Report

241676

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Web Services

240636

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

XML Import and
Export

241252

Product Bug

6.6

Add & Edit

Title

Release Note

Enabling a field that had allowed values but was disabled, Enabling a field that had allowed values but was then
will now re-enable the allowed list values that previously disabled, will now re-enable the allowed list values that
existed
previously existed when the field is enabled. Previously
the allowed value entries had to be restored separately.
Quickedit now works with Document and Image fields that When DOCUMENT and IMAGE fields were used on
have dependencies
reports with Quickedit, they did not support underlying
dependencies such as "required if" when this was
specified on the edit layout that supported the Quickedit.
This has now been implemented.
Provided the ability to configure the number of decimal
The data dictionary attribute
places outputted in subtotals row on reports
REPORT_MAX_DECIMAL_DIGITS may be set to define
how many digits will appear in the rendering of a
NUMBER, DECIMAL, or CURRENCY field on reports. It
does not affect how the field is rendered on ADD/EDIT
forms. CURRENCY data types generally have the
number of decimal digits defined by the currency type.
E.g., the dollar has two decimal digits.
Add XML only parm. to report call in web services to
A new call has been added to the query services, the call
reduce the XML message size
is EXACTLY the same as Execute Report, however there
are fewer parameters in the request and response and
the names are a little different:
File Import Templates are migrated with the XML Export / The uploaded files stored within the file import utility were
Import process
not preserved for further use with the XML export / import
process. A customer had a use case where they would
reuse the same import file time and time again, so the
XML export / import utility now handles the uploaded files
for use with the file import utility.
Session expiry reported after a repeatable sequence of
A customer reported a sequence of events that would
events
result in their session being expired. The sequence was:
3) Sign on
4) Click Query
5) Run a hierarchical report
6) Drill-down on an issue into the Edit screen
7) Close the EDIT Browser Tab without taking any action
8) Close the Query Browser Tab
9) Enter the same issue number for the drilldown into
navigation bar drilldown
10) EDIT that issue
11) The user is signed off and their session is expired

241513

Product Bug

6.6

Add & Edit

241495

Product Bug

6.6

Administration

ExtraView Confidential

Log Area fields did not retain formatting when used in an
email template
'From User" did not work for email templates
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This has been fixed.
When a MAIL rule action generated an email template,
log area fields did not retain their formatting. This was
fixed.
This was fixed.
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Category

Found In
Release

241392

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

240659

Product Bug

6.6.1

241111

Product Bug

6.5.1.8

241514

Product Bug

6.6.1

233392

Product Bug

6.5.1.3

241504

Product Bug

6.6

241669

Product Bug

6.6

241688

Product Bug

6.5.1.8

240684

Product Bug

6.5.1.8

Module
Attachments

Title

Release Note

Issue was not accessible after attaching screenshot from
PC Linux OS

This happened when the user uploaded an invalid png file
that ExtraView could not process. We have put in
additional checking to make sure that problems with
invalid image files do not cause a problem.
Business Rules ADD ROW: directive for Repeating Rows did not work on This has been fixed
REFRESH
Business Rules Relationship group link generated a "Relationship Group This was due to using a data dictionary name to define a
name null not defined" error
relationship group within the business rules to define the
link, which was not supported. Now, you may use this
combination.
Business Rules Assigning a decimal field to a currency field in a business This happened when either of the numbers was a
rule prevented an update
negative number. This has been fixed.
Layout Rendering Duplicate related issue display layouts were rendered on This was a coding error and has been fixed.
Edit screen with selected tabbed layouts
Performance
Improved performance for mass update and file import
Several code optimizations have been implemented
operations
Quickedit
Timeout messages sometimes occured during QuickEdit This was happening on a very busy and very compex site.
The priority of handling Ajax requests has been increased
to counteract this problem.
Sign On
Unauthorized Access Attempts functionality was not
The email to advise an administrator that a user was
working
repeatedly attempting to sign in unsuccessfully was not
being sent. This was fixed.
XML Import and Unable to perform XML export on a site
A patch in a previous upgrade had failed to run against
Export
the database. This caused problems with the XML export
utility. The problem has been fixed.
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